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High-pressure study of the Raman modes in YBa2„Cu0.96Ni0.04…4O8
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We present a study of the Raman phonons in YBa2~Cu0.96Ni0.04!4O8 under hydrostatic pressure in the
superconducting phase. A comparison with our earlier work on the undoped YBa2Cu4O8 shows that the
pressure coefficients of two vibrational modes involving oxygen atoms differ significantly from those of the
corresponding modes in the undoped material. These are the O~1! chain mode which shifts 33% faster and the
O~2!-O~3! in-phase mode which shifts 23% slower than the undoped counterparts. The other Raman modes in
the Ni-doped sample shift in a manner similar to the undoped material. The observed behavior of the O~1!
chain and O~2!-O~3! in-phase modes in YBa2~Cu0.96Ni0.04!4O8 under pressure and the softening of the Cu~1! Ag

mode frequency with increasing Ni doping suggest that the Ni atoms substitute for the Cu atoms in the chain,
which in turn decreases the compressibility in the vicinity of the Cu~Ni! chain atom.@S0163-1829~99!14429-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The double Cu-O chain compounds YBa2Cu4O8 ~Y-124!,
where the chains are stacked along thec axis, have attracted
a great deal of attention in recent years due to their exce
thermal stability1 up to about 850 °C, in contrast t
YBa2Cu3O7 ~Y-123!, which becomes oxygen deficient b
tween 350 and 400 °C. Since the chain atoms in Y-124
not located at the center of inversion as in Y-123, phon
involving vibrations of chain atoms become Raman acti
This is particularly advantageous in obtaining structural a
dopant related information for Y-124 from the Raman sp
trum. The interest in Y-124 is further enhanced by the la
increase ofTc under hydrostatic pressure,2,3 dTc /dP50.55
K/kbar, which is 10 times that of Y-123.

The substitution of Ni and Zn for Cu in Y-123 and Y-12
has been of special interest due to the fact that although
and Zn have similar chemical characteristics, nonmagn
Zn suppressesTc at a lower doping concentration than ma
netic Ni. Information regarding the site occupancy of t
dopant atom is important for understanding the difference
the suppression of superconductivity by Ni and Zn dopi
Controversial data have been reported for the crysta
graphic site occupancy of Zn and Ni substituting for Cu.
direct determination of sites and bond lengths is rende
difficult due to the low contrast between neutron- or x-ra
scattering factors of Zn and Ni as compared with Cu. Mu
of the literature appears to favor the view that both Zn a
Ni preferentially occupy the Cu~2! sites in the CuO2
layers4–6 in the Y-123 materials, although the possibility
Zn at Cu~1! chain sites has also been discussed.7 With Ni
doping, since the structure remains orthorhombic up t
solubility limit of 10 at. %, as is the case with Zn doping,
is believed that the Cu-O chains remain intact and tha
substantial fraction of Ni goes into the CuO2 planes, as it
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~6!/4363~7!/$15.00
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does with Zn doping. Recently, we reported a Ram
scattering study8 of Ni- and Zn-doped Y-124, in which we
found that Ni mainly substitutes for Cu in chain sites, unli
Zn which mainly substitutes for Cu in the plane sites. T
different site occupancy may be the reason why superc
ductivity on doped Y-124 is destroyed more effectively
Zn than by Ni.

Raman scattering has been used effectively in high-TC
materials to probe the local environment of Cu and ot
dopant atoms substituting for Cu, as evidenced from
mode frequencies and their temperature and pressure de
dence. There have been a few reports on the Raman sp
under pressure for Y-123~Refs. 9–11! and Y-124 ~Refs.
12–14!. Boley et al.12 have measured the mode Gru¨neisen
parameters of the five chain and plane Raman mode
Y-124. Watanabeet al.13 have discussed the effect of pre
sure on the bonding sites in Y-124, focusing on the diff
ences from the Y-123 system. Kakihanaet al.14 measured
the pressure dependence of seven Raman modes and
an anomalous behavior for the low-frequency Cu~2! mode.
They suggested that this behavior indicates a change in
electronic state of the CuO2 plane. So far, there has been n
reported study of the high-pressure behavior of the Ram
modes in doped Y-124. Since our recent Raman-scatte
studies8 on Ni-doped Y-124 gave valuable insight into th
site substitution of the dopants, we undertook a study of
Raman scattering in Ni-doped Y-124 under high pressu
The main motivation in this work is to observe how the loc
compressibility changes the environment near the subs
tional sites and its effect on the vibrational modes.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Raman spectra are measured using triplemate spect
eter equipped with a liquid-nitrogen-cooled charge-coup
4363 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 1. Schematic representation of Rama
active lattice vibrations in Y-124.
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device ~CCD! detector and a holographic supernotch filt
Data were taken in the superconducting phase at 10 K w
an instrumental resolution of about 3 cm21. Pressure studie
are conducted in a Merrill-Bassett-type diamond anvil c
with cryogenically loaded argon as the pressure medium
ruby fluorescence as the manometer. About 10–15 mW
either the 488 or 514.5 nm line of an Ar1 laser, focused to a
spot size between 30 and 80mm, is used to excite the Rama
spectra. Owing to the low scattering efficiency of t
samples, it is necessary to use low-fluorescence diamo
and to divide out the diamond spectra in the pressure d
The resulting spectra are then fit to Lorentzian line shape
order to obtain the peak frequency positions.

Samples of YBa2~Cu12xNix)4O8 are prepared by conven
tional solid-state reaction followed by high-pressure oxyg
annealing. Appropriate quantities of Y2O3, BaO, CuO, and
NiO are thoroughly mixed and reacted in air for 24 h at 65
750, and 880 °C, respectively. The reacted powders are
mixed and cold pressed into pellets. These pellets are
tered at 950 °C and annealed at 500 °C in oxygen for 16
The sintered ceramic samples are finally annealed at 99
for 48 h ~in a Morris Research model HPD-5010P furnac!
under an oxygen pressure of 100 bars.

A Rigaku x-ray diffractometer with CuKa radiation is
used to record powder diffraction patterns at room tempe
ture. Silicon is used as an internal standard to follow
shifts in peak positions due to substitution at the Cu s
Lattice parameters are determined from least-squares fi
the diffraction lines indexed with the space groupAmmm.
There is no change in the lattice parameters8 within a scatter
of 60.1%. dc magnetic susceptibility measurements
made using Quantum Design superconducting quantum
terference device~SQUID! magnetometer in the ‘‘field-
cooled’’ mode in an external field of 10 G. The superco
ducting transition temperature (Tc) where the onset o
diamagnetic signal is observed is found to be 34 K for
YBa2~Cu0.96Ni0.04!4O8 sample used in this study.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows schematically the motion of atoms for
observed Raman-active vibrational modes. We note
there are three Cu and four O modes associated with
various copper and oxygen atoms in the unit cell. The f
quencies of the Raman modes in Ni-doped Y-124, obtai
after Lorentzian fits to the Raman line shapes, are plotte
a function of Ni concentration in Fig. 2, where the left an
right panels are for the Cu and O modes, respectively. S
lar plots of our preliminary data have been published earli8

The mode frequencies reported in Ref. 8 were read off
spectra in contrast to the Lorentzian line shape fits used
the data in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. Thus the results presente
here are more accurate. We note that the change in th
mode frequencies over the 5% Ni doping range is rat
small, 0.5–2.5 cm21 ~right panel in Fig. 2!. On the other
hand, the frequency of theAg Cu~1! chain mode at 260 cm21

in the undoped Y-124 softens by about 13 cm21 in the range
0–5 % of Ni substitution. This softening is seen both in t
normal and superconducting phases.8 In contrast, theB3g

mode of the same Cu~1! atom ~315 cm21) experiences vir-
tually no shift in frequency, indicating little change in th
force constants along theb direction upon doping. The in-
plane Cu~2! mode~152 cm21) exhibits a small softening o
about 3 cm21 between 0% and 2% Ni doping, beyond whic
it recovers to the original 0% value. The large shift in t
Cu~1! Ag mode frequency over a small range of Ni conce
trations clearly indicates that a substantial fraction of Ni
oms occupy the chain Cu~1! site. The frequency softening i
found to saturate around 4–5 % Ni doping, indicating that
higher values of Ni doping, a large fraction of the Ni do
not go into the substitutional sites, but accumulates at
grain boundaries. The 5% decrease in the frequency of
Cu~1! mode cannot be accounted for in any simplistic h
monic oscillator model involving changes of masses alo
Hence we conclude that the force constants and the l
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FIG. 2. Frequencies of the Raman modes associated with Cu atoms~a! and O atoms~b! as a function of Ni concentrationx. The Cu~1!
Ag chain mode softens considerably with increasing Ni doping, whereas all other modes exhibit small or no shifts in their frequency.
through theB3g mode frequencies is a guide to the eye. Lines through the Cu~1! Ag and Cu~2! mode frequencies are fits to a second-ord
polynomial and a linear function, respectively.
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compressibility around the Ni atom in the chain site ha
been reduced.

The small change in the Cu~2! in-plane mode frequency
as compared to the large change in the Cu~1! chain mode
does not completely rule out the possibility of Ni substituti
in the planes. It is likely that Ni substitutes for Cu in both t
chain and planes. The chain and plane Cu atoms are in
ferent crystalline environments, which results in different h
bridization of their electronic states. The asymmetric bon
in the Cu~1! Ag vibration as compared with the symmetr
bonds in the CuO2 planes could preferentially change forc
constants and frequencies of the chain mode.

Studies of the bond lengths and possible distortions
Ni-doped Y-123 have been investigated using exten
x-ray-absorption fine structure~EXAFS!.15 These studies in-
dicate that in a sample withx50.033, both Cu~1! and Cu~2!
sites are occupied by Ni and that, to within 15%, the oc
pancy is uniform. These measurements show that the N~1!
sites appear undistorted, while there is some distor
around the Ni~2! sites. The Ni~2!-O~4! and Ni~2!-Y bond
lengths are slightly longer~5.2% and 2%, respectively!,
while the Ni~2!-Ba bond is 1.5% shorter. The Ni~1!-O~4!
bond distance remains the same, as do the Ni~1!-Ba and
Ni~2!-O~2! bonds. While EXAFS gives the bond lengths,
does not provide an indication of the bond’s compressibil
which reflects the local environment via the Coulombic for
constants.

As the results presented in Fig. 2 show a clear indicat
of changes in the local compressibility around the ch
sites, it is interesting to study the pressure dependence o
vibrational modes in Ni-doped Y-124. We chose a sam
with x50.04, for which the doping-induced frequency sh
and also the Raman signal are high. This sample also re
sents a concentration at which the frequency shift is clos
the saturation value. Raman modes in this sample are stu
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in the superconducting phase~at 10 K! under hydrostatic
pressure conditions over a range of 0–80 kbar. Vibratio
corresponding to the Cu~1! Ag mode at 248 cm21, Cu~1! B3g

mode at 315 cm21, O~2!-O~3! out-of-phaseAg mode at 342
cm21, O~2!-O~3! in-phaseAg mode at 438 cm21, O~4! apical
oxygenAg mode at 500 cm21, and O~1! chain Ag mode at
605 cm21 are followed under pressure at 10 K. The Cu~1!
mode at 146 cm21could not be observed due to the larg
Rayleigh scattering of the ceramic samples within the d
mond anvil cell.

Since our studies are conducted in the superconduc
phase, it is important to know the temperature-induced
quency shifts of the Raman mode, in particular to ensure
pressure data are being acquired in a temperature ra
where there is no steep change in the frequency for an
the modes. The temperature dependence of the mode
quencies at 1 bar is shown in Fig. 3. All modes show
hardening that commences at 60 K and flattens atTc534 K.
We have found this hardening to be typical of many of t
Ni-doped samples, with the exception for some of the mo
that will be discussed in a different publication. We noti
that the frequency remains flat in the region between 10
andTc for all modes. With the application of pressure, if th
Tc of this sample increases, as is typical of pure Y-124,
temperature-dependent frequency changes which o
aboveTc ~see Fig. 3! would only be shifted to higher tem
perature and therefore should not affect our measureme
all of which are carried out at 10 K.

The Raman spectra under pressure are shown in Fig
We find that, despite weak signals, all peaks except the
cm21 mode are observed up to 80 kbar. The linewidths of
peaks are seen to increase slightly with pressure, indica
an inhomogeneity of about 2 kbar at the highest pressu
The 1 bar spectrum shows a broad background that exte
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4366 PRB 60D. J. PAYNEet al.
from 200 to 700 cm21. This background does not chang
substantially in either shape or intensity with temperat
over the 10–150 K range. Since our samples are ceram
we conclude that the background arises due to the lumi
cence from impurities and inclusions. The relative magnitu
of this background does not change much with pressure
ther, although it appears to be more pronounced in the 2
400 cm21 range at higher pressure, making the Cu~1! and
O~2!-O~3! modes appear superimposed on a broad peak.
thermore, peaks in the 500–700 cm21 range are seen to rid
on a sloping background at high pressures.

The frequencies of all modes increase linearly with pr
sure and can be fit tov(P)5v(0)1(dv/dP)P, whereP is
in kbar andv is in cm21. The pressure shifts of the Rama
modes in the superconducting state of the Ni-doped sam
studied here and those of the undoped Y-124 stud

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the frequencies of Ra
modes in YBa2~Cu0.96Ni0.04!4O8 at 1 bar. The dotted line at 36 K
representsTc for this sample.
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earlier12 are summarized in Table I. Also included in th
table are the pressure coefficients obtained in ot
works13,14 at room temperature~normal state! for undoped
Y-124. We first compare the frequency shifts obtained in o
works in the superconducting state of Ni-doped and undo
Y-124 ~columns 4 and 5 in Table I!. We find that for several
of the modes such as the Cu~1! mode, theB3g mode, the
O~2!-O~3! out-of-phase mode, and the O~4! apical mode, the
pressure-induced frequency shifts are very similar wher
two other modes, viz., the O~2!-O~3! in-phase mode and th
O~1! chain mode, stand out in their dissimilarity.

The O~1! chain mode in doped Y-124 shows a 33% i
crease in its pressure coefficient when compared to undo
Y-124, namely, 0.56 cm21/kbar in Ni-doped Y-124 at 10 K
as compared to 0.42 cm21/kbar previously reported12 for un-
doped Y-124 in the superconducting state. In contrast,
pressure coefficient for the O~2!-O~3! in-phase mode is 23%
lower in the doped material than that for undoped Y-12
namely, 0.33 cm21/kbar in the 4% Ni-doped Y-124 as com
pared to a value of 0.43 cm21/kbar in the undoped sample. I
comparison the pressure coefficients of all other modes in
undoped and 4% Ni-doped Y-124 agree within their unc
tainties. Clearly, the observed changes in the pressure c
ficients of the O~2!-O~3! in-phase mode and the O~1! chain
mode in the Ni-doped Y-124 are not coincidental.

These differences in pressure coefficients are seen in m
detail in Fig. 5, where we plot the frequency of the O~1!
chain and O~2!-O~3! in-phase modes as a function of pre
sure. Solid circles represent current data for 4% Ni-dop
Y-124 at 10 K and open squares denote data for undo
Y-124 and 14 K taken from Ref. 12. Solid lines through t
data are linear least-squares fits. It can be seen from t
plots that there is a clear difference in the pressure coeffic
of these two modes in the 4% Ni-doped sample compare
the undoped sample. In this context it might be interesting
investigate a series of samples with different Ni concen

an

FIG. 4. Raman spectra of YBa2~Cu0.96Ni0.04!4O8 under pressure.
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TABLE I. Pressure shift of Raman modes in Ni-doped and undoped Y-124.

v0 Ni-doped Undoped Undoped Undoped
(cm21) Y-124 @10 K# Y-124 @14 K# Y-124 @300 K# Y-124 @300 K#

Mode Assignment @10 K# ~current work! ~Boley et al.!a ~Watanabeet al.!b ~Kakihanaet al.!c

Ag Cu~2! 146 0.2260.02 0.3160.03d

Ag Cu~1! 248 0.2360.03 0.2760.03 0.2560.02 0.2260.02
B3g Cu~1! 315 0.3460.03 0.3360.02 0.3060.04
Ag O~2!-O~3! 342 0.3460.03 0.3460.03 0.3560.03 0.3260.01

out-of-phase
Ag O~2!-O~3! 438 0.3360.03 0.4360.03 nonlinear

in-phase
Ag O~4! 500 0.5260.03 0.5460.03 0.4560.02 0.3860.02
Ag O~1! 605 0.5660.03 0.4260.03 0.5060.02 0.4960.04

aReference 12.
bReference 13.
cReference 14.
dLinear fit up to 55 kbar; nonlinearity was seen above 60 kbar.
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tions in a future study. A comparison of the frequency ver
pressure graphs in Ni-doped and undoped Y-124 for the
maining four modes is shown in Fig. 6. It is evident that t
pressure behavior of these modes is very similar in the do
and undoped samples.

An analysis of the YBa2Cu4O8 unit cell reveals how the
response of the lattice to pressure is governed by the l
bonds around each atom. Atomic vibrations are sensitiv
bond-bending and bond-stretching force constants. Coulo
force constants for bond bending are approximately one-
that of bond stretching. Thus one would expectc-axis bond
stretching vibrations to be more strongly affected by press
because thec-axis compressibility is the largest. In compa
ing the Ni-doped to undoped Y-124, vibrations that invol
Ni-O bond stretching should be affected more than
modes involving bond bending. Thus, as shown in Fig. 1,
Cu~1! B3g mode at 315 cm21 with vibrations along theb axis
and O~2!-O~3! out-of-phase mode at 342 cm21 which prima-
rily involves bond bending in the Cu-O plane should not
s
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affected by Ni chain substitution. We find this to be the ca
indeed with the O~2!-O~3! out-of-phase mode~Table I and
Fig. 6!, although theB3g mode in the undoped sample wa
too weak to follow under pressure.

That leaves fourc-axis modes, viz., the Cu~1! chain
mode, O~2!-O~3! in-phase, O~4! apical mode, and O~1! Ag
mode. We first discuss the 248 cm21 Cu~1! chain mode
which has an O~1! as its neighbor on one side with a bon
length of 1.88 Å and an O~4! on the other side with a bond
length of 1.84 Å along thec axis ~see Fig. 1!. We recall that
this is the mode whose frequency~an consequently the loca
force constant and compressibility! is affected by a large
amount by Ni doping~Fig. 2!, indicating that Ni substitutes
for Cu~1! in the chain position. Under pressure, however,
frequency shift is close to that of the undoped material. A
parently, the positioning of Cu~1! between four oxygen at
oms O~4! and O~1!, one on each side along thec axis, and
two O~1!’s, one on each side along theb axis, holds the atom
with sufficient rigidity that even higher compressibility alon
e-
y-
FIG. 5. Pressure-induced shifts in the fr
quency of the in-phase and chain modes of ox
gen. Current work~solid line! is compared to pre-
vious work on undoped sample~Ref. 12! ~open
symbols!.
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the Ni-O bond does not cause its pressure-induced frequ
shift to vary greatly from that of undoped YBa2Cu4O8. Fur-
thermore, the Cu~1!-O~1! bonds along theb axis are more
rigid and hence allow a minimal effect on those bonds
changes in thec axis. The small linear compressibility alon
the b axis (131023/GPa! is the key quantity that holds th
Ni/Cu~1! rigid and unaffected by an increased compressi
ity along thec axis. In comparison, the linear compressibili
along the a and c axes is 2.831023/GPa and
5.531023/GPa, respectively.16

The second mode we discuss is the one at 500 c21

which is assigned to the O~4! apical mode with an O~1! on
one side and a Cu~2! on the other. This vibration involve
stretching of the long and weak Cu~2!-O~4! bond ~length
52.29 Å! and the bending of the O~4!-O~2! and O~4!-O~3!
bonds in the CuO2 plane. In addition, it involves the bendin
of the O~1!-O~4! bond ~length52.78 Å! between the chain
and plane. Since the O~4! is bonded to several neighbor
most of which are oxygen atoms, one would not expect i
be affected appreciably by Ni substitution of the one Cu~1!
atom, even though that bond is the shortest. Indeed, the p
sure coefficients for this mode in the doped and undo
samples are the same at low temperature within the exp
mental error~Table I!.

Of the remaining modes involvingc-axis vibrations, the
605 cm21 O~1! chain mode has a short bond to the Cu~1! on
the one side and to the rather distant O~2! atom in the CuO2
plane along thec direction. The 438 cm21 O~2!-O~3! in-
phase mode vibrates against the O~1! on the one side alongc
and another O~2!-O~3! plane on the other side, both of whic

FIG. 6. Pressure-induced shifts in the frequencies of the C~1!
Ag , Cu~1! B3g , out-of-phase O~2!-O~3!, and O~4! bridging modes.
These modes show similar pressure shifts regardless of whe
they are doped or undoped.
cy

y

l-

o

es-
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ri-

are rather large distances compared to, say, the Cu~1!-O~1!
bonds. It is these two modes that show the largest devia
of pressure coefficients from the pristine sample. The
phase mode has a smaller pressure coefficient, while
chain mode has a large pressure coefficient in the do
material as compared to the undoped sample.

If the Coulomb force constant between Ni-O becom
smaller than that between Cu-O, it would decrease the
quency of the Cu~Ni! mode, as has been observed, and a
make the bond more compressible. This, in turn, should
crease the frequency of the associated mode faster than
of a stiffer bond owing to the rapid decrease in the rela
bond length. Indeed, this is what we observe: the O~1! mode
frequency increases faster with pressure in the Ni-doped
terial than it does in the pristine sample.

While the Cu~1!-O~1! bond compresses faster under pre
sure, it has the relative effect of stretching the O~2!-O~1!
bond, which comes into picture for the O~2!-O~3! in-phase
mode vibrations which are along thec axis. The net effect of
the increase in the O~2!-O~3! bond length is to decrease th
force constant and thus cause the frequency of the in-ph
mode to change more slowly than in the undoped mater

The presence of Ni in the chain sites, which are cons
ered the charge reservoirs, could affect the charge tran
mechanism differently from its presence in a plane site17

The O-Cu-O network in the charge reservoir may not fun
tion as effectively with Ni in random positions. Indeed, th
destruction of superconductivity may occur less effectiv
due to Ni in chain sites than in plane sites and thus prov
an additional mechanism for the lack of suppression ofTc

with Ni doping.
It is interesting to compare the pressure coefficients of

Raman modes measured in the superconducting state12 of
undoped Y-124 with those reported by two other groups13,14

in the normal state. We note that there is an overall agr
ment ~within the experimental error bars! between the
pressure-induced frequency shifts of the low-frequen
~,350 cm21)modes in the normal and superconducting si
~see Table I!. The O~2!-O~3! in-phase mode~at ;438 cm21)
was not studied under pressure in Ref. 14 due to its w
intensity and in the work of Watanabeet al.13 the frequency
shift of this mode saturates about 60 kbar and the peak s
into two peaks around 80 kbar. This nonlinear pressure
havior in the normal state is in sharp contrast to the lin
pressure shift up to 70 kbar observed in our study of
superconducting state~see Table I and Fig. 5!. In the case of
the O~4! mode~at ;500 cm21), the two values reported fo
the pressure shift in the normal state13,14 do not agree within
their standard deviation and are both lower than the va
determined in the superconducting state. The pressure
of the O~1! mode frequency is lower in the superconducti
state than that in the normal state. Although it is tempting
correlate the differences observed in the normal and su
conducting states for the pressure derivatives of the bridg
O~4! and chain O~1! mode frequencies to the origin of su
perconductivity in Y-124, definite conclusions can be ma
only when the same sample is studied in the normal
superconducting states. However, the main observation
this study, viz, in the 4% Ni-doped Y-124, the O~1! chain
mode shifts faster, the O~2!-O~3! in-phase mode shifts

er
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slower than their undoped counterparts, is valid since i
meaningful to compare the measurements made by the s
group in the superconducting states of both these sampl

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Motivated by our earlier study8 that showed a substantia
change in the Cu~1! mode frequency as a function of N
doping in Y-124, a hydrostatic pressure study was conduc
on a 4% Ni-doped sample in the superconducting state.
originally expected the Cu~1! mode to shift differently in the
Ni-doped material with pressure, but found that the rigid
of the b-axis bonds overcomes the higher compressibi
along the shortc-axis bonds. However, two other mode
namely, the O~1! and O~2!-O~3! in-phase modes, that vibrat
against the Ni/Cu~1! bond are affected by Ni doping in th
chain sties. The higher Cu~1!-O~1! bond compressibility has
the effect of increasing the rate at which the frequency of
O~1! chain mode hardens under pressure than is the case
the corresponding mode in pristine Y-124. This higher co
pressibility results in the relative stretching of the O~1!-O~2!
bond, making the O~2!-O~3! in-phase mode frequency to in
crease slower under pressure in the Ni-doped Y-124 as c
pared to undoped Y-124. The remaining modes exhibit p
sure dependences similar to those reported for undo
Y-124. The differences and similarities in the pressure sh
i
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of the Raman modes in the Ni-doped and undoped Y-124
understood in terms of the local environment around ea
atom. The response of the O~2!-O~3! in-phase mode and the
O~1! chain mode also support our earlier suggestion of t
chain occupancy for Ni.

The question of how Ni affects the superconducting tra
sition temperature is still an open one. Charge transfer fr
the charge reservoirs~the chains! to the CuO2 planes is
clearly affected by the substitution of Ni into the chain
Moreover, this charge transfer will be affected by hydrosta
pressure, and the pressure coefficient ofTc , dTc /dP, will be
affected by Ni doping. There should be two opposing mech
nisms that will affectdTc /dP: the decreased charge transfe
due to Ni in the Cu~1! site and the increased efficiency o
charge transfer under pressure due to the higherc-axis com-
pressibility. At present, we are not aware of studies
dTc /dP in Ni-doped Y-124 and are therefore unable to s
which of the two mechanism wins out.
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